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About This Game

(The creator of this game is Japan, so we use machine translation for foreign languages. The result of the translation is
"unintentional expression" or "incomprehensible", "some people are uncomfortable" It may be included.

In this case, please calm down and contact me.
I do not want to hurt anyone through this game. )

Japanese topics!
The latest work of the FPS viewpoint horror game series drawn with a quality that does not seem to be a game by high school

students is finally released to Steam!

■ Building full of tricks
It is getting dark inside the building, but you will be noticed by monsters when you turn on the power

Your decision will make a big difference in the future gaming experience ...

■ Monster appearance
Monsters appear suddenly

The appearance pattern is random each time and you can have different fresh gaming experiences

■ Collect items to avoid the crisis!
You can fight monsters

Useful weapons are falling into the building
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Let's kill monsters with weapons!

■ An important story begins
The truth which could not be told in the previous work will be revealed one after another ...

In addition, it is developed on the assumption that the person who has never played the first work can play safely.

■ This is the power of high school students
The high school student who developed the previous work "KENGOHAZARD" is currently developed alone
Based on the experience learned in previous studies, this work has evolved into the ultimate survival horror

In the trial version "KENGOHAZARD 2 Demo", YouTuber shouted for fear
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Title: KENGOHAZARD2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
K App.
Publisher:
K App.
Release Date: 25 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Core™ i7-3632QM Processor

Memory: 1200 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel® HD Graphics 4000

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 800 MB available space

Additional Notes: It is possible to play even with a laptop without graphic board

English,Japanese
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buggy controls
buggy game that hangs when trying to exit
it really isnt any fun...

you have to constantly bend over and squat to pick up chickens and throw them around
the controls are glitchy and weird and often unresponsive
no updates since.. forever basically, and looks like the dev abandoned the game
. Said Pluto is a planet.

0\/10 worst game ever.. The Sonic games hold up to the test of time very well as good solid platformers. I had Sonic 2 as a child
so I found Sonic 1 rather hard to get into as it does not have the spin dash move. Sonic 1 seems much more unforgiving and
difficult compared to sonic 2. As games of this era had no save function, by the time you got to the final boss you would have
played the first levels hundreds of times and know them like the back of your hand. So if you come to the game now without
this experience it does seem rather difficult. The quick save function on this emulator works well to compensate for my reduced
attention span. Overall if you are looking at this game because of nostalgia buy it and it will live up to your memories if you did
not play this as a child I'd probably not bother.. wooooooooooow m8 dats pwetty gud. Great wellmade rpg cheap cost and very
well made. So far so good. That graphics and sound, the atomosphere, and especially the camera angles are highly reminiscent
of classic Resident Evil and Silent HIll games. The only downside to the 1st part in my opinion is the final battle (if you can call
it that) with the shark, but otherwise this is a good start and I can't wait to see what the rest has in store. If you're hesitant to get
this, just keep in mind it's only $5 and should keep you busy for around 2-3 hrs.. I am on the cusp of saying no to this game
honestly, it's described as a VN with dungeon crawling elements but honestly you will spend 90% of your time going through 8
floors of the same walls in a dungeon that honestly looks bland as all heck, no patterns to it at all, no unique textures just plain
white brick, some wooden doors and later on red, blue and green ice walls that serve as a puzzle and it's not bad actually as far as
puzzles go, they got creative with it and it's one of it's good points the game has overall dood.

combat is balanced for the most part with the exception of some bosses wanting you to go nuts at the end or have you die
because "Panic power up, 1 hit kill, 1 hit kill, 1 hit kill" *game over* and that's not even the worst of it, wait for team kill
attacks, still the rest of the boss fights are nicely done, they have some unique gimmick or side enemy to make it harder but not
if you make sure to play using all the mechanics such as focus for more MP, healing and various spells you can use, you even
have a tank which has abilities that draws attacks...you know like tanks are supposed to but usually never do in games so that's
nice too dood.

The music is catchy enough for you not to wanna kill yourself after 8 floors thank goodness but until you're on floor 8 you never
want to go places, craft or cook because they all take time, time which you're not sure you have because the game has no
reference to how much you are going to earn in the next part of the dungeon and the game is all about paying off a debt dood.

There's also not much story...in a VN style game and there just...isn't, it's basic, get your muns, pay your debt and each time you
do whichever of the four girls you choose will have a personal goal of theirs they do at each beginning of a pay day, rinse and
repeat until the end, boss fight randomly and then the end, barely anything even on the sidequests and only one rather funny
reference to a more fun game dood. (Reccettear)

The art is fantastic, I mean that, the girls already look pretty good but when you get a bit of CG (no gallery btw) it looks great,
you gain skills from levelling up equipped weapons which is always fun and the enemy art is nice, some cute but not too
impressive, sadly most moves look rather bland sadly dood.

All in all if it's cheap pick it up, it's not horrible and fun enough to just casually play but I would wait on a heavy discount or a
big update if there's gonna be more to it dood.
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I imagine a lot of love and hard work went in to the game.
But I want to like it.
I tried but I did not feel like I was havign fun...it felt like a boring experience.
Not my cup of tea :(
. Why is the text so small guys? Not everyone wants to have their nose right up against the screen. I tried to adjust the text in the
settings but found no way to do that. I can't play the game if I can't read the text easily.. This is truly the best game I've ever
played. When I started playing it I was skeptical about it, but as I got to know the story line and felt to be the characters in the
story I was truly amazed and mesmorized with the incredible work that the designers had done for this game. I highly
recommend everyone to play this, especially my very muscular and manly male friends that takes pride in their sexualities.

Dangerous High School Girls In Trouble is not a game, it's a lifestyle!. I really do love this game, it's one of the coziest games
i've ever played. The setting is great and feels very genuine. Story wise it grabs you and doesn't let go, it really feels like a labour
of love and i wish the developer would do another project like this!. it was 1.99 when i bouht it on sell. This game has decent
graphinc, but its missing, 1) a tutorial, 2) ITS A DLC!!!!! thats all
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